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Transmission of sound at the liquid-solid interface of helium under growth
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Résumé. 2014 A l’aide d’un modèle à une dimension simple, nous établissons les conditions de raccordement du
potentiel chimique et de la pression pour un interface mobile, compte tenu des diverses énergies cinétiques inter-
faciales. Nous utilisons ces conditions de raccordement pour calculer la transmission acoustique sous incidence
normale pour un interface en translation uniforme. Nous prédisons une correction de transmission importante
lorsque l’interface est très mobile, et nous suggérons quelques expériences qui pourraient mettre cet effet en évidence
et donner accès à la mobilité de l’interface.

Abstract. 2014 With the help of a simple one-dimensional continuum model we establish basic matching conditions
of chemical potential and pressure at a growing interface, taking into account interfacial kinetic energies. Using
these matching conditions we calculate the sound transmission coefficient under normal incidence when the inter-
face undergoes steady growth. We predict a large correction to the transmission coefficient when the interface
mobility is large. We also suggest experiments that might display the effect of steady growth and give direct access
to the interface mobility.
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1. Introductioa

Recently crystal growth of 4He at low temperature
has attracted considerable attention. The interface
between solid and superfluid 4He exhibits not only
clear indications of the roughening transition but also
a variety of dynamical phenomena owing to extremely
fast crystal growth, such as crystallization waves and
anomalous sound transmission. In this paper, we

study acoustic transmission under normal incidence
when the interface undergoes steady growth : we
predict a large correction to the transmission coef-
ficient at low temperatures when the interface mobility
is large. Indeed, if the mobility were infinite, a fixed
interface would not transmit sound at all [1, 2] : any
change of pressure at the interface is immediately
absorbed by crystal growth, and no stress is trans-
mitted. This no longer holds for a moving interface :
because of zeroth order mass flow, we must take into
account terms of higher order in the velocity, which
are usually neglected : they restore a finite trans-
mission even at zero temperature.

It is not obvious how to generalize the usual equi-
librium conditions, that is, the continuity of pressure
and the chemical potential at the interface. General

formulae have been given by Iordanskii, Korshunov
and Larkin [3], and also by Caroli, Caroli and Roulet
[4], but they should be more specific to be useful for
the present problem. Puech and Castaing [5] intro-
duced an « interface inertia &#x3E;&#x3E; to explain the unexpec-
tedly low Kapitza resistance of the 4He interface [6].
Although the «interface inertia &#x3E;&#x3E; is consistent with
the general hydrodynamic scheme [3, 4] with some
simplification, we would like to have a more convinc-
ing model to make the problem clearer. Because a
tractable microscopic theory does not seem possible
at this stage, we study a simple one dimensional
continuum model. We consider a fluid whose internal

energy has double minima, thereby providing a well-
defined interface. By studying the dynamics of this
fluid in the transition region, we establish in section 2
the basic matching conditions up to second order
in the velocities, first for a steady growth and then for a
slow acceleration of the interface. From mass, momen-
tum and energy conservation, we define two interface
masses, which control respectively the flow through
the interface (growth rate) and the global translation
of the interface. The latter can be eliminated by an
appropriate choice of the arbitrary dividing surface
(actually that of Gibbs), but the former remains,
yielding a growth inertia, in agreement with the theory
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of Puech and Castaing [5]. Our analysis is only valid
at low frequency (we retain terms - V2 , but not vb).
The boundary conditions that we derive are of

hydrodynamic type. We thus expect them to hold
in more realistic systems, the growth inertia being a
phenomenological parameter. In section 3, we use
them to calculate the sound transmission coefficient
of the interface under steady growth. We find that the
transmission coefficient is finite even if the solid

grows very fast without dissipation. In section 4,
we discuss our results and we suggest experiments
that might display the effect and give direct access
to the interface mobility.

2. Boundary conditions at the interface : a simple model

We consider the following-one-dimensional hydro-
dynamic model with the Lagrangian

p(x) is the mass density and v(x) is the velocity of the
model fluid. The energy density U(p) is assumed to
have double minima, which allow coexistence of two
phases with different densities (Fig. 1). The density p
and the velocity v are related by the conservation law :

where j is the momentum density (mass current)

The equation of motion is derived from (1) and (2)

in the usual way : we minimize the action S = L dt

with respect to p and v, while guaranteeing (2) via

a Lagrange multiplier

Eliminating ,1, we find (1)

where p is the local chemical potential per unit mass,
p = 0 U/ap.
From (2) and (3), one easily derives momentum

and energy conservation

(1) Note that in a three dimensional geometry, such a
procedure only accounts for irrotational flow.

Fig. a. - The internal energy density U as a function of the
density of the fluid has two minima, which allow coexistence
of two phases.

Fig. 1 b. - Two phases with different densities coexist in
equilibrium.

where the momentum flux density H, the energy
density E and the energy flux density Q are defined by

where P is the local pressure, P = pp - U (such
that dP = p d/.t).

2.1 EQUILIBRIUM. - Due to the double minimum
structure of U(p), two phases of different density,
p = p 1 and p = pe, coexist in equilibrium when
chemical potential and pressure of the system are
such that
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The equilibrium density profile ps(x) is determined

by (3)

It is convenient to introduce a thermodynamic poten-
tial

Equation (8) is written as

Multiplying by Op,10x and integrating we obtain

where

Equation (9) gives the equilibrium profile :

If we set (o (p) - 03A6oo) 039403A6, p1e - pe2 = Ap, the

characteristic width is d - dp K/039403A6.
In order to define a surface energy, we choose an

arbitrary dividing surface, x = 03B6. The interfacial mass
is then

where 03B8 is the Heaviside function. The surface energy
is

We can recast it in the form

It is usual to choose the Gibbs dividing surface such
that m; = 0 (equivalently, one may define a as the
excess f ree energy (E - J100 M)). We then obtain the
surface tension

With the help of (10); we can write a in terms of 0(p)
only :

We identify, in our model, the high density phase as
solid and the low density phase as liquid

2.2 STEADY STATES. - When the solid is growing or
melting a current flows across the interface. We first
consider a steady state in which the mass current, the
momentum flux and the energy flux are constant in
the reference frame of the interface. Away from the
interface we have

where the bars indicate quantities in the interface
frame. Pressure and chemical potential are no longer
conserved across the interface. As a result steady state
densities of both phases contain corrections of order
12

where the sound velocities of both phases cl, c2 are
given by

The solid is denser and the liquid is less dense during
both growing and melting. Inside the interface, j, ll, Q
are constant. It follows that

The density profile is still given by (10), the only
difference being the expression of 0, which becomes

The interface is thus distorted by the flow j. Compared
to the equilibrium situation, it is easily found that in
lowest order
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Once again, we choose an arbitrary dividing surface
03B6. The surface momentum in the interface frame is

The surface kinetic energy is defined as

in which we have introduced a new surface coefficient

ni depends on the choice of 03B6 but the following com-
bination does not :

It follows that n; is negative if we choose mi = 0.
The surface potential energy is

Using (17), we can recast a; in the form

By using (18) and (22) we see that a = a; - m; p,
does not depend on the dividing surface - at least
to order_j2. In fact, direct expansion of (24) shows
that the j 2 terms cancel out of ix : thus to this order a
is the usual equilibrium surface tension; corrections
appear at order j4.

All these results were valid in the interface frame.
If the interface moves with a constant velocity u,
the density and velocity profiles become

The state is parametrized by two quantities, u and j,
describing respectively global translation and melting.
In a steady state, it is easy to incorporate u in the
various surface quantities. It is easier, actually, to use a
Galilean invariance argument. For an arbitrary choice

of the dividing surface, the momentum and energies
of the interface in the laboratory frame are

With the Gibbs choice mi = 0, all the u-corrections

disappear.

2.3 ACCELERATED STATES. - We now consider tran-
sient situations in which u and j are slow functions
of time : typically, we are interested in a small a.c.
oscillation superimposed on a large d.c. steady flow.
We want to find equations of motion

where F and G depend on the local pressures on
either side of the interface. Such equations are only
approximate. : F and G should also depend on acce-
lerations u, j (they do not depend on u because of
Galilean invariance). These corrections are small
at low frequency : we return to them later.

Let us first assume that the interface profile is rigid,
with a density p[ x - (t)] characterized only by a
moving origin 03B6(t). The interface velocity is u = (.
From the conservation equation

it follows that

where u and j are independent of x (they parametrize
the motion). Away from the interface, v(x) goes to a
constant :

(remember that we assume a rigid profile : at this

stage, bulk density fluctuations are ignored).
We now assume that u and j depend on time t.

In order to provide acceleration, 03BC and P must vary
in space 

.
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If we extrapolate this linear variation up to the dividing
surface 03B6, we can define « effective &#x3E;&#x3E; discontinuities
(the real values are of course continuous)

(see Fig. 2). These discontinuities will drive j and u
clearly, they depend on the choice of C.

Fig. 2. - The extrapolated chemical potential has a gap Ap
at the dividing surface 03B6, while the real value is continuous
and changes rapidly in the transition region.

We are now equipped to derive the equations of
motion. Assuming a profile p [x - 03B6(t)], we rewrite (3)
as

We integrate this relation from xl to x2, respectively
far left and far right of the interface :

Using (27) and (21); we thus obtain

Equation (28) is our first dynamical equation : the
growth flow j is driven by the discontinuity of

-2

(/1 + v ; the corresponding inertia is ni, If we

move (, both 039403BC and ni change, in such a way as to
preserve (28).

Similarly, the momentum equation (4) may be
written as

The same integration procedure yields

Using (27), we thus obtain our second equation

The interface translation u is driven by the disconti-
nuity of (P + pV2), the inertia being the surface mass
mi.

In (28) and (29), v is the fluid velocity in the interface
frame (in view of Galilean invariance, u cannot affect
the dynamics). Together with the mass conservation
law

these equations provide the basis needed to study the
movement of the interface (i.e. ü and j). They are valid
whatever ,. By an appropriate choice, one may cancel
one of the coefficients m;, n;, but not both. The usual
Gibbs choice corresponds to m; = 0. Then the melting
inertia n; is non-zero, in agreement with the description
of Puech and Castaing [5].
Our model does not contain any dissipative me-

chanism - hence the result (28) : Ap is controlled
only by inertia. In reality, the interface is always
subject to friction : it has a finite mobility, albeit large
at low temperatures. We can take it into account

phenomenologically by adding a term to (28).

where y is a friction coefficient (usually written as
y = (Kp 1)-1 in terms of the crystal growth coefficient
K). At low enough frequency, y will dominate.

All the above results are based on the assumption
of a rigid profile leading to (26). This is clearly not
exact : we now pause to assess the errors implicit in
(28)-(30). We already know that the shape of the
interface depends on j2. According to (15), the relative
correction bplp is of order j2/p2 c2. Moreover, accele-

i

rations u, j imply pressure modulations, which in
turn affect the density. Typically, 6P - m; £ - pdh,
where d is the width of the interface. Hence relative
corrections to the density p are of order

Corrections are even larger if we add a friction y.
Then 6P - ypjl which implies 6p/p - Yi/C .

In an a.c. regime, all these corrections depend on
time : hence the profile is not rigid. The time derivative
8pj8t acquires a new explicit part
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As a result, the velocity field is no longer given by (26).
Indeed, the very definition of j becomes ambiguous :
the current in the interface frame is not conserved,
since it is used to build up the time dependence of 6p.
Qualitatively gives rise to a correction bv in the
velocity such that

Integrating through the interface, we see that

03B4v - qd This correction is ignored when we assume
p 

g

a rigid profile : the corresponding error is of order
bv/v, where v is a typical a.c. velocity (the d.c. part is
treated exactly).

Consider for instance a sound wave with frequency
w, reflected and transmitted on the interface. Let
P’ = __pcv be the incoming amplitude. In the interface,
u - jlp - v. The accuracy of our basic equations
(28)-(31) is thus of order

where k is the bulk wave vector on either side (the jj
terms are second order and negligible at low ampli-
tude). The linear terms in kd are correct, but the qua-
dratic terms are not (as we shall verify in the following
section). If we add a friction y, the error is of order

ywpdjc2 : we are off already in the linear terms.
If we superimpose a d.c. flow jo - pvo on the sound

’

wave, the jj term becomes relevant, leading to errors
of order

(in the absence of friction). The effect of volc can be
treated exactly (we need only start from the exact
profile for steady current jo). On the other hand, the
combined effect of steady flow and a.c. motion appears
already in first order in kd.
To sum up, our basic relations (28)-(31) are only

valid within errors of order

Any result should not be trusted beyond that accuracy.

3. Sound transmission at a moving interface.

The boundary conditions (28)-(31) were derived on
a specific model - yet using arguments that are

essentially hydrodynamic in nature. We thus expect
them to hold more generally for real systems if we
choose appropriate values of mi and ni. We use them
in order to calculate the sound transmission at a liquid-
solid interface which is steadily growing or melting.
For that purpose, we write acoustic bulk equations

separately on either side of the dividing surface, and
we match these solutions with our approximate
boundary conditions

We dropped the subscript i, and we set Q = np1 p, so
that 6 and m have the same dimension; according tc
(22), (m + u) is an invariant which does not depend
on the dividing surface. For simplicity, we consider
only mechanical degrees of freedom, i.e. pressure
oscillations. We ignore all thermal effects, whether
reversible (due to latent heat release at the interface) or
irreversible (due to the dissipation coefficient y).
They could be included easily, but they make the
algebra quite messy.

Even in the absence of melting, elementary scatter-
ing theory shows that transmission and reflection

depend on kd : the wavelength should be compared
to the width d of the interface (in other words, « phase
shifts » depend on k). When replacing the actual spread
interface by a sharp « effective &#x3E;&#x3E; discontinuity, we
loose these corrections - which would require a
detailed solution of the wave equation inside the
interface. As long as kd  1, the errors are small (they
can be expanded in powers of k by a straightforward
iteration scheme). In first order, the effect of kd is

simply to fix the phase of the reflected and transmitted
waves, which can be adjusted by an appropriate
choice of the dividing surface 03B6. To that order, our
calculation is thus correct - and indeed we shall

verify that the final result is (-independent. Amplitude
corrections to scattering appear only in order (kd)2 :
they mask the limit of validity of our approach. In
fact, to that order everything breaks down - both the
basic equations (28)-(31) and the treatment of the
scattering problem.

Let us consider a plane wave with normal incidence
on an interface which is growing at a constant rate
J = pi vi = p 2 v2. The wave is reflected to phase 1

and transmitted to phase 2. We choose a frame of
reference attached to the steady state interface. In that
frame, the steady velocities in the two phases are Vl
and V2. Let primed quantities denote first order a.c.
modulations due to the sound wave. In the bulk,
acoustic impedances z(1. = pa c(1. are not affected by the
Doppler frequency shift : we can therefore write

(see Fig. 3)

where Pa denote the amplitudes of the various waves.
Matching conditions at the surface are obtained by
linearizing (34)
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- Fig. 3. - A sound wave with an amplitude Pt is partially
transmitted to the phase 2 with an amplitude P 2+’ and
partially reflected to the phase 1 with an amplitude P1. *
The velocities are measured in the frame of the steady state
interface.

(u’ is the a.c. interface velocity). Formally, y may be incorporated into J by defining

Using (35), these equations may be cast in the simpler form

where we have set

The reflection and transmission coefficients, R = P1 /P1 and T = P2 /P1, are obtained by solving (38).
Let us first consider the simplest case: a fixed interface in the absence of dissipation; i.e. VI = -v2 = j = 0.

The solution of (38) then yields :

At low frequency o)
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The reflection is nearly total, except for a weak transmission - to which involves the invariant combination
(m + Q) : as expected, To is independent of any particular choice of the dividing surface 03B6. As shown originally
by Puech and Castaing [5], interface inertia provides a finite transmission, which becomes sizeable when

(remember that (m + (03C3) ’" pd). In a standard ultrasonic experiment, kd  1 : sound is not transmitted at low
temperatures. If however we consider thermal phonons, kd is not negligible : the transmitted intensity is N W2,
leading to the T - 5 Kapitza resistance observed experimentally [7-9].

According to our previous discussion, our approach should still be correct to order kd. Let us therefore
expand (40) one step further writing R and T as

To that order, corrections in (42) are simply phase
shifts. If we choose the Gibbs dividing surface, we
have m = 0 and Q = cho. The phase shifts of the
reflected and transmitted waves are then

bRO and 6TO are genuine corrections due to inertia.
Let us now move the dividing surface by an amount 03B6.
According to (11), the new values of m and Q are

Inserting these into (42), we find that

where k; = wlci are the wave vectors on either side.
The corrections in (45) are exactly compensated by the
additional propagation phase lag due to the displa-
cement of our «interface », namely 2 k, C for the
reflected wave and (k1 - k2) 03B6 for the transmitted
wave. As a result, the signal at a given point x is

independent of the choice of ( - as it should. As

expected, our calculation is physically sensible to

order kd. On the other hand, it breaks down to order
(kd)2 : corrections of order W2 in (40) are meaningless.
They lie beyond the accuracy of our starting equa-
tions - and indeed it is easily shown that they are not
invariant under a change of 03B6.

Let us restore the friction y, thereby replacing Q by b.
At low frequency, a is very large and we can drop all

terms - o-) in (40) - inertia is hidden by dissipation.
We thus obtain

We recover an old result [1] : transmission is reduced
by melting and cristallization. For a fixed interface
(y = oo), we obtain the usual acoustic transmission

When y --&#x3E; 0, T vanishes and R - - 1 (until inertia
takes over). The transition occurs when

a condition which is met for the rough faces of 4 He
below 1 K.

We can in fact expand (40) one step further, keeping
the full expression of 6. According to our general
discussion, terms of order cv m and cv Q are correct - but
terms - W2 mÕ’ are meaningless. Thus it makes sense
to add an inertial correction (- iwaP1 P2) to the
friction y in (46) - but we must discard linear terms
of order comy in the denominator D of (40), which are
beyond the accuracy of our description.

Finally, let us turn to the problem of a steadily
moving interface - the one in which we are really
interested. In order to simplify the algebra, we choose
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the Gibbs dividing surface (anyway, physically mea-
ningful results do not depend on 03B6). We set v;/c; = Pi’
and we introduce the « melting impedance »

Solving (38), we obtain the following results :

Equation (48) is exact at zero frequency for arbitrary
velocities v- (note that the interface mass cho depends
implicitly on j). Terms of order co are meaningful when
compared to either friction or Doppler corrections ; for
instance, we can retain Zlzl as compared to Pl in the
numerator of T. On the other hand, combined terms
of order aiv-lc are not to be trusted

4. Discussion.

In the result (48), the steady interface motion enters in
two ways.

(i) Most of the corrections are of order v/c, similar
to Doppler shifts. For any reasonable velocity v-, they
are small and hardly measurable. Taking 4 He as an
example, c - 3 x 104 cm/s : it would take a huge v- to
achieve a 1 % correction.

(ii) On the other hand, the effect on the transmission
is quite large if Z is small. Indeed, at very low frequency
and temperature Z - 0. For a fixed interface, the
transmission would be zero. Steady growth restores
a finite value

The relative effect is thus dramatic !
This second correction is of order

PlY - 1 has the dimension of a velocity; for 4H it
ranges from - 10 -1 cm/s to 100 cm/s as T grows
from 0.4 K to 1 K [2, 10]. For a rather modest velocity
F - 1 cm/s, x lies between 10 -1 and 10 - 4.

That immediately suggests an experiment. Let us
modulate the interface position at some low frequency
úJ1’ with an amplitude 6 (this is our « steady » motion).

We assume that the’liquid is on side 1. The solid does
not move : hence = im1 6. Such a modulation may
be achieved in many ways, for instance varying the
volume in a closed cell with an electrostrictive device,
or exchanging liquid between two communicating
vessels, by an appropriate thermal excitation (Fig. 4).
Playing on wi and 6, one should easily obtain

V2 - 1 - 10 cm/s. We then emit on side 1 an acoustic
wave at high frequency W2’ and we study the transmit-
ted signal. The part at frequency úJ2 corresponds to a
fixed interface ; motion of the interface shows up at
frequency W2 ± wl - hence a neat way to observe
velocity corrections to T.

Fig. 4. - An a.c. temperature modulation in the right tube
drives a « U-tube » flow in which the two liquid-solid
interfaces oscillate out of phase.

Actually, a plain spectral analysis is not sufficient,
as the detected signal will contain two modulations :
- an amplitude modulation, due to corrections in 

T : that is what we are looking for
- a phase modulation due to ordinary Doppler

effect (partly from interface motion, partly from the
liquid flow v, which goes along with it).

In order to eliminate the Doppler effect, we must
detect only the amplitude. There again, one may think
of different techniques - for instance studying the
transmission of acoustic short pulses every half

period of the low frequency interface oscillation.
Whatever the experimental solution to the problem,

it is clear that the dimensionless ratio x can be mea-
sured Because it is dimensionless, it avoids all the
calibration problems of an ordinary acoustic trans-
mission experiment. The absolute value of the trans-
mitted signal is always plagued by purely geometrical
effects due to refraction, misalignment of transducers,
etc... By measuring a ratio, one eliminates all these
problems, and one measures a quantity which is

entirely due to the dissipative coefficient K (there would
be no low frequency modulation of T if K were zero).
Such a modulation technique thus seems particularly
fit to study the temperature and frequency dependence
of K.
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